Children’s Museum Exhibits article

Unique Children’s Museum Exhibits Fabricator Lets Kids’
Imaginations Soar
The most unfettered imaginations on the planet belong to our children. Their
creativity is practically unlimited, making it a wonderful way to teach and entertain
them. Children’s museums therefore have a multitude of ways to connect with their
audience especially through specialized children’s museum exhibits that appeal to
their senses.
Children learn through all of the senses, through light bright exhibit colors, tactile
stimulation like water table exhibits and museum exhibits that allow them to play
make believe and act out different scenarios.
There are an endless amount of things to teach children, including nature and
science, gross and fine motor skills, reading literacy, media and music, history,
archeology, story telling and creativity, balance and physical coordination, sports,
government, community helpers, other cultures, space exploration, types of jobs and
much more. Truly outstanding children’s museum exhibits are made by museum
fabricators with the ability to imagine like a child, manufacture with the highest
quality and safety standards and deliver on time.
AD Creative is an innovative children’s museum exhibit fabricator serving children’s
museums worldwide. We love helping children of all age groups get excited about
learning and doing at discovery children museums of all types.
What makes a great children’s museum exhibit?
Interactivity
A great children’s museum exhibit provides kids with an opportunity for hands-on,
largely unsupervised exploratory play. Although of course, kids should be
accompanied by an adult when visiting a museum, whether a parent, teacher or
other chaperone, the actual exhibits should be safe and accessible enough so that
children can use them without much adult help or supervision. It is through this
kind of spontaneous exploration that learning (and fun) happens.
For example, one thing that children really love is water table exhibits. They get the
tactile feel of the water and get to know how water flows and gathers. For nature
exhibits, they may reach their little hands into the water table to touch marine
animals, experiencing that watery environment for themselves.
In order to allow this unfettered exploration, our water table exhibits are designed
for easy access to children of all sizes but with safety in mind so adults can let the
children roam and experience the exhibits largely on their own. The sides are
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finished off in a way that prevents scrapes and are the right height so kids can reach
in and play, but not fall in. As experts in kids museum fabrication, we make sure that
your water exhibit is designed for easy maintenance by museum staff so it always
remains clean and safe.
Especially for younger children, the best types of children’s museum exhibits
provide hands-on, interactive learning. While some exhibits might include a
touchscreen with additional information, we are big believers in things that kids can
touch, hold, use and do.
Children have a constant stream of digital content to them available on mobile
phones, tablets and computers, so hands-on activities give them a technology break
and actually stimulate different parts of their brains. Research has shown that when
people do things, they remember them better than when they just read about or are
told information.
Aesthetics that appeal to children
Another thing that makes fun and memorable experiences is when museum
fabricators make the exhibits visually interesting. Children are attracted by bright
colors, so our light bright exhibits instantly pique their interest and curiosity. Even
when we are recreating a physical environment for a science and nature museum
and need to use natural looking stone or other materials, we make sure that the
other elements, including the lighting are bright and inviting.
Multi-sensory
Children learn through all of the senses, so in addition to the visual aspect, we also
make sure that there are plenty of things in our children’s museum exhibits to touch,
hear and even smell. Different children learn better through a particular sense, for
example tactile manipulation, acting out a scene or hearing information or music.
Stealth learning
When your children’s museum offers a variety of sensory interactive activities, you
can be sure that little visitors are learning in multiple ways and having a great time.
And things that look like just play to a child, like playing music, have benefits like
laying a foundation for mathematics; fine motor skill activities help train young
brains for better handwriting, which improves language skills. Museum fabricators
like us who really know children are able to design exhibits that teach vital skills
without seeming academic or boring in any way.
Collaboration
The technology that is ubiquitous today means that kids are often alone, looking at
their phones. Children’s museum exhibits offer them a chance to play with and
discuss things with other kids. In the unstructured environment of the children’s
museum, kids are able to have a common topic that they can use as way to interact
and build social skills. For example, some discovery children museum exhibits
encourage kids to work together to solve problems or put on a skit and this
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encourages discussion, negotiation and planning each of which are invaluable skills
for children to learn.
Developmentally appropriate
We are not just exhibit fabricators who take orders; each of our exhibits is carefully
thought out and designed to work with children at different levels of development
and to transmit information to them in a way that they can understand. There are
distinct ages at which children learn differently. In general as kids get older, they are
better able to think conceptually and abstractly.
From ages 2-7, children are very focused on absorbing sensory input in a general
way. From 7 to 11, they develop the ability to think logically but can only apply this
to real things and people that they can see. After age 11, kids can think about
concepts without having to relate them to concrete examples. So when we develop a
children’s museum exhibit that teaches an abstract concept like culture, for example,
we make sure to relate this to real people that younger kids can see and things they
can handle rather than describing the more abstract concepts like you can do for an
older audience.
Something for the adults
While the main focus of children’s museum exhibits is the children, it is common for
around half of children’s museum visitors to be adults accompanying children. In
order to encourage parents and other adults to bring children to the children’s
museum, smart exhibit fabricators incorporate adult engagement and
entertainment into the exhibits as well.
While children are exploring exhibits with physical interactivity, we make sure to
include information that will inform and perhaps surprise adults. And let’s not
forget that adults like to have fun too! We include things they can participate in, so
they’re not just standing around bored while the kids have a blast.
In addition to knowing how children think and how to design great children’s
museum exhibits, there are some other things you should know about us.
Quality
We have a dedication to fabricating exhibits of the highest quality and durability.
That means that when you choose us as your exhibit fabricators, you know that you
will be able to use that exhibit for years to come with minimal issues other than
wear and tear from the thousands of happy children who will be using it. We also
strive to create exhibits that make it easy for your staff to keep clean and in good
shape with durable materials and construction.
Interactive
Just like we create children’s museum exhibits that are interactive, we always work
with you in a partnership. This ensures good communication and makes sure that
we are creating exhibits that are appropriate for your specific audience’s age and
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background and that our exhibits meet and exceed your requirements and goals. If
you have a question or issue during the development process, about delivery or
manufacturing or even once the exhibit has been installed, we encourage you to let
us know.
It is our goal to offer excellent communication and customer service at every stage
of your project so we can be your go-to museum fabricator for the foreseeable
future. Have a question, suggestion or concern at any point during the process? Let
us know as soon as possible so we can put your mind at ease. We will also keep you
completely up to date on our progress, including any questions we may have of you.
Creative
At heart, we are imaginative artists and we like to let our imaginations run wild so
your exhibits will be completely unique and engaging. When creating things for
children, a truly creative exhibit fabricator is able to make an exhibit that is just as
fun the second, third and fourth time a child experiences it as it was the very first
time.
This extra level of creativity leads to more repeat visits and more recommendations
that lead to new visitors. It also will get your museum noticed by various types of
media like local TV stations, tourism websites, parenting websites, magazines and
newspapers. These forms of publicity can be priceless in promoting your children’s
museum and attracting new and repeat visitors.
Practical and reliable
While we have a child-like imagination, our operations are strictly adult and
professional. We make sure that as your chosen museum fabricator, that all practical
limitations have been considered and accounted for including space limitations,
plumbing and drainage for water table exhibits and electric for lighting and
interactive digital features.
We understand that you need your exhibits to open on schedule and will adapt to
your time table, making sure that our museum exhibits are delivered and installed
on time. You can be sure that your delivery and installation will be done with the
utmost professionalism because we want to be your exhibit fabricator for many
years to come.
Flexible
As a relatively new museum fabricator in the market, we do not take you for
granted. We really appreciate your business and always accommodate your
requests and needs to the greatest extent possible.
Another advantage that we have in being new is that we are not set in our ways. We
can look at things from a different point of view, making us more innovative and
easier to work with than some of our competitors. Museums constantly have to
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evolve so that you appeal to new generations of children with different worldviews
and experiences and your exhibit fabricator should be right there with you.
Affordable
With our off the charts creativity, our understanding of how children learn at
different stages of development, our quality manufacturing and quality control
process and everything else we offer, you might think we charge premium prices.
But actually, when it comes to getting a museum fabricator with all of these
qualities, the prices we charge are surprisingly affordable.
It is our goal to have our exhibits touch as many children as possible and we also
understand that budgets are often constrained by economic factors, the availability
of government and private grants and tourism. We intentionally keep our prices low
to make sure that our top-of-the-line children’s museum exhibits are accessible to as
many forward thinking children’s museums as possible.
So when it comes time for you to choose an exhibit fabricator, the choice is clear. Go
with AD Creative Solutions, your partner for outstanding children’s museum exhibit
fabricator.
AD Creative Solutions has the creativity, educational knowledge and
professionalism you need to be the best children’s museum in your area. We are
happy to work hand in hand with you to create absolutely amazing exhibits that
your visitors will love.
We can also work with you to provide a peek inside the creative and manufacturing
process. You can share this content on your social media platforms like Instagram,
Pinterest, YouTube and Facebook to get young visitors and their parent interested
in and excited about new exhibits even before they open. Through this kind of
authentic and interactive content, your children’s museum can build anticipation,
buzz and publicity that will make your new exhibit launch wildly successful.
There really is no other choice for museum fabricator when you consider all of the
benefits that AD Creative Solutions brings to the table. So contact us today and start
the conversation about your next fabulous children’s museum exhibit. We have so
many ideas we can’t wait to share with you!
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